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Fire Damages Union
Two fires Friday afternoon
caused approximately $10,000
damage to the Union.
The first, which started about
1 p.m., lead to the second which
was discovered about 5 p.m..
according to Colonel Farrar M.
Cobb, director of the Union. No
one was injured.
Col. Cobb said an automatic
thermostat on a grease fryer
failed to shut off at a safe temperature.
The grease caught fire and
spread to the immediate area.
Carbon dioxide foam was used in
an attempt to extinguish the fire.
Col. Cobb said that the fire was
particularly "stubborn" in that
each tim3 the flames were extinguished, more flames would
appear.
Col. Cobb said that
the fire was finally extinguished
within a half-hour, by the Bowling Green Fire Dept.
The second fire was discovered
about 5 p.m. the same afternoon.

A FIRE, which started on the grill in the Nest,
did an estimated $10,000 damage to the Union,
A grease fire on the grill started a second fire

.
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in insulation surrounding a walk-in refrigerator.
Photo courtesy of the Daily SentinelTribune.

Graduates Hear
Miami U. Provost
"The older generation owes
you a debt of gratitude for your
significant contributions, " Dr.
Charles Ray Wilson, Miami University provost, told graduating
students at the University's winter commencement Jan. 29.
Calling today's college generation "alive, interesting and
challenging," Dr. Wilson described college students as
"different from what may be an
all too popular image."
He said the image of students
has been tarnished by considerable misunderstanding, criticism
from the older generation and a
bad press which has "overplayed
sporadic blowoffs" by students.
"This image doesn't reflect
the real attitude, which has been
on the plus side, of the overwhelming number of students in
this generation," he added.
Dr. Wilson said he favored
students "asserting personal individuality" buy with "consideration of the opinions and rights
of others."
"Unfortunately, rank publicity
seekers
usually manage to
replace responsible student leaders and what started as a justified and right cause is turned
into screw-ball extremism," he
added.
In striking a blow for individuality, students have forced the
abandonment of the "faceless,
impersonal, computerized, necessary nuisance attitudes which
had become the curse of so many
universities," Dr.Wilson told the
graduates.

He noted student agitation has
led to restoring the balance between teaching and research and
added that it will be a long time
before any university "willagain
"boast publicly of its 'publish or
perish' policy."
In speaking of student participation in the civil rights move-

ment. Dr. Wilson said that what
students have accomplished in
this and other areas is a credit to
both themselves and to the educators who inspired them.
Dr. Wilson, a Cincinnatian and
1926 Miami graduate, received an
honorary doctor of humane
letters degree at commencement.

Employees of the Union smelled
more smoke and the Fire Department was summoned again.
Col. Cobb said the heat of the
grease fire was so intense that
the duct work of the exhaust
system turned "red-hot." The
exhaust system runs across the
top of a walk- in refrigerator located on the second floor directly
above the grease fryers. The
cork insulation heated by the duct
work surrounding a refrigerator
was smoldering when discovered.
Col. Cobb said the insulation
immediately burst into flames
when the protective tile was
pulled away and the cork exposed
to air.
Col. Cobb said that linen and
chairs in the Pheasant Room,
and bedclothlng in the hotel on
the fourth floor were damaged by
smoke. The wall and celling
in the immediate area of the fire
were also damaged. A quantity
of food was also destroyed.

Theater Auditions
Set For Tomorrow
Open tryouts will be held tomorrow from 7 to 10 p.m. In
105 Hanna Hall for parts In two
University Theater productions,
"Three Men On A Horse" and
"Aladdin and the Wonderful
Lamp."
"Three Men On A Horse,"
a major production to be presented March 24, 25. and 26 , is
one of the best-known comedies
of the American theater.
The play traces the checkered
career of Erwin Trowbrldge, a
writer of verses for greeting
cards who has a mystic gift for
picking winning racehorses and
who falls into the handsof a group
of small-time gamblers.

Roles are available for 11 men
and four women.
"Aladdin and The Wonderful
Lamp," was selected for the annual children's play. It will be
performed on campus March 11
and 13 and then will be presented In schools In northwestern
Ohio.
The plot concerns young
Aladdin, a poor tailor's son, who
falls in love with the lovely princess
Adora,
daughter of a
pompous sultan. Before Aladdin
can win her, he has a series of
adventures involving
the
schemes of a wicked magician.
The play has parts for seven
men and four women.

Library Displays
Miniature Books
A collection of minature books
is on display in the University
Library.
The books, part of a collection owned by Miss Evron S.
Collins, head of the circulation
department, are less than four
inches tall but are complete, unabridged editions.
Among those on display are
"My South Sea Island" by Somerset Maugham, .the only edition of
the book available In print. "The
Koran" Is represented by two
books, one a readily available
edition and the other a gilt-edged
edition.

WEATHER
The weather for today is cloudy
with a little light rain or drizzle.
Little change in temperature with
a high of 35 to 43.

William Cheney, active in the
minature book publishing field,
has several publications in the
display which are unusual In
subject matter, Including the "big
Type Book," "A Treatise on
Pocket Knives," and "A Pig
Latin Grammar."
"The Night BeforeChristmas"
and "The 23rd Psalm," both done
by Tasha Tidor, a well-known
illustrator of children's books,
are also on display.
,
The smallest book in the collection is the "Lord's Prayer."
Miss Collins' copy was obtained
through the International Gutenberg Society and until this year
was the smallest book published
in recent years. It contains seven
versions of the Lord's Prayer in
six languages.
The collection will be on display until Feb. 15.

MINATURE BOOKS are on display now in the Library. Mironne
Bucher, a freshman in Liberal Arts, examines one of the many
interesting pocket-size editions. Photo by Jon Fish.
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Lady Prof In Male Field
In a field long dominated
by msn, Jane Forsyth has made
a successful career. Geology is
her line.
Though one of the few distaff
professional geologists in the
country she doesn't think of herself as a crusader for women's
rights.
"A geologist is a geologist-it has nothing to do with being a
woman," said the University's
first woman geology professor.
It hasn't been easy. Everybody
tried to talk her out of pursuing
her interest in geology after she
became hooked on the subject
while an undergraduate at Smith
College.
Geologists were skeptical of
her efforts to join their ranks
and told her that rugged field
trips weren't the proper place
for a woman.
Even after earning a master's
degree at University of Cincinnati and a doctorate at Ohio State,
her attempts to obtain a geology
teaching position were spurned
because "a man was preferred."
But Jan Forsyth wasn't easily
discouraged.
Today some of those skeptics
are
her most enthusiastic
backers. "She's a credit to the
pr ifession." one impressed colleague remarked.
That she became a geologist
doesn't really surprise Dr. Forsyth. "I've always been curious
about the history of the landscape--how it has changed during
many thousands of years--that
sort of thing. Besides, I like
the outdoors and enjoy going on
field trips," she said.
For 25 years she has been
prying into the mysteries that lie
below the earth's surface and
her findings and reports have
earned her the respect of other

Bridge Tourney Entries Due;
Matches To Begin Sunday
University students are eligible
to enter the sixteenth annual
National Intercollegiate Bridge
Tournament during the second
week in February.
More than 2,500 college students throughout theUnited States
are expected to play. Local
matches will be held in the Ohio
Suite at 1:30 p.m. Sunday.
Trophies will be awarded to
the two pairs who place highest
in the local contest. The names
of the winner will also be
engraved on the plaque in the
trophy case in the Union.
The winners will be sent, all
expenses paid, to the national

JANE FORSYTH, a member of the University's Geology Department, is one of the few women geologists in the country.
Dr. Forsyth is an authority on the glacial history of Ohio.
N>:ws Service photo.

geologists. "There Is still much
to learn about the earth," she
said, pointing to one of the many
rock specimens that clutter her
office.
She is an acknowledged authority on the glacial geology of Ohio,
a subject in which she "knows
more than men."
In fact, her knowledge of Ohio's
glacial geology is one reason why
on Feb. 19 she is heading an
important symposium at theBattelle Memorial Institute inColumbus on the Pleistocene of
Ohio--pertaining to that period
when most of the state was
covered by ice.
Ohio, except for the southeastern portion, was covered by
glaciers some 14-20,000 years
ago. The huge icesheets, according to Dr. Forsyth. dramatically
changed Ohio's topography, leaving it the generally flat area it
is now.'

SEGALLS

Valleys were filled with glacial
deposits and limestone
high
points were scraped away by the
ice sheet," Dr. Forsyth said.
Northwestern Ohio is particularly flat because it was part of
Lake Erie at one time. "This
led to most of the area being
swampland which held back its
history," she said.
The glacier left deposits averaging 100 feet with the deepest
about 400 feet in the Teays River
Valley, Dr. Forsyth's research
shows. At one time the Teays
River (south of Sidney and flowing a northwesterly course) was
Ohio's largest river but the
glacier diverted its course to
what is now the Ohio River.
Prior to joining the Bowling
Green faculty last year, Dr. Forsyth was with the Ohio Geological
Survey for ten years where she
began a project to geologically
map various sections of the state.

Dry Cleaned FREE
TILL

Co-Chairmen of seven standing committees in the freshman
cabinet were appointed at a recent organizational meeting of
Freshman Class officers.
The cabinet will consist of the
Freshman Class officers and student council representatives,
chairmen of the standing committees and the advisory council
consisting of freshman dormitory representatives.
The newly-appointed cominittee co-chairmen are:. James
Wolfinger and Gall Sylvester,
social committee; John Welsh and
Dennis Mann, athletic committee;
Marcia Stroman and Gilbert Bean,
inter-class committee; William
Sykes and Paulette Gerhardt
intra-class committee; Carol
Ringer and John Pomeroy, student services committee; Sarah
Ross and Bruce Stamper, publicity committee and Linda Fumey
and Donald Bruns, special events

Honor Fraternity
To Offer Grants
Six $300 scholarships will be
awarded this year to members
of Phi Eta Sigma, freshman honor
society, for post graduate work,
The scholarships will be given
by the National Phi Eta Sigma
Fraternity on the basis of student
members scholastic record, evldence of creative ability and
financial need, promise of
success in chosen field, and personallty.
Interested senior members
should contact H. G. Steele, assoelate professor of English, 214
University Hall.
Application deadline Is Feb. IS.

£
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the Pooh. look under
eatSigned S. F.
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1 silver watch. Reward.
Becky. 341 West.
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committee.

VISIT YOUR OFF-CAMPUS

ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

Any RED Garment

Freshmen Name
Committee Heads

playoff at Bradley University,
Peoria, 111., in May to compete
for the National Intercollegiate
Bridge title.
The local matches are sponsored by the Union Activities
Organization anc directed by Mrs.
Evelyn Steidtmann, director of
the Campus Bridge Club.
All who wish to enter should
contact Mrs. Stiedtmann. Entry
fees for participation will be
paid by the UAO. Any student
in good standing with the University is eligible, including
graduate students.

BOOK STORES

Bee Gee
Book Store
Across From Harsh man

V

NEW

BOOKS

USED

Bee Gee Book Store has:
when accompanied by
a like garmet at
regular price.
—EXAMPLE—

• All required texts for BGSU courses
• Approved art and engineering supplies
• BGSU sweatshirts and mascots
(largest selection in town)
• Complete line of school supplies
and materials.

Red dress or coat
cleaned FREE with
a dress or coat of
any other color

Highest Cash Prices For Your Text Books Every Day!

SANITARY DRY CLEANERS

"Happiness is a New Place to Buy & Sell your books."

ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

We Buy Your Used Books!
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Museum Features
University Artist
The Toledo Museum of An is
featuring prints and paintings by
Ronald L. Coleman, assistant
professor of an at the University in Its Gallery 8 exhibition
now through March 6.
The exhibit includes watercolors and prints byMr.Coleman
and approximately 45 ceramic
pieces by Toledo artist David F.
Counts.
Mr. Coleman has been active
as a print maker, water color is t,
and sculptor. Before coming to
the University, he was head of
the art department at Findlay
College.
His work has been shown in
many regional exhibitions, including the Boston Printmakers;
Toledo and Cleveland May shows;
Washington. D.C.. Printmakers;
Oklahoma Printmakers; and Nor-

folk Museum, Norfolk, Va.
Mr. Counts is a graduate of
the University of Toledo and
won scholarships in 1962 and 1963
for further training in ceramics
from Art Interests, Inc.

Extend Saturday
Library Hours
Beginning this semester the
Library will be open Saturday
evenings until 9 pjn. on an experimental basis, director A.
Robert Rogers announced yesterday.
Dr. Rogers emphasized that the
new hours are experimental and
whether
they continued will
demand on student use of the
facilities.

AP World News Roundup
. HONOLULU (AP) -- South
Vietnam's Prime Minister Ky
Took a tough line against the
communists in his meeting with
President Johnson here yesterday. Ky said South Viet Nam
will not surrender or compromise and wants to increase
its military strength because-in his words-- that's the only
language the communists understand.
President Johnson said he
wants to see a two-pronged program in South Viet Nam aimed
at pursuing the war against the
communists while moving vigorously to achieve social and political reforms.
SAIGON (AP) -- North Viet
Nam claimed yesterday its gunners brought down a U.S. plane
in a central province and captured its pilot, but U.S. officials
there made no mention of any

new air strikes IntheCommunist
North yesterday.
North Viet Nam also claimed a
U.S. reconnaissance drone was
shot down on the outskirts of
Hanoi, and Communist China claimed another high altitude U.S.
military drone was shot down by
a Communist air unit over southwest China.
• • •

SAIGON (AP)-- U.S. and South
Vietnamese forces control key
points in an Lao Valley, an area
along South Viet Nam's central
coast which Communists have
held for eleven years. But the
Allied Troops failed to find two
Communist regiments they have
been hunting for more than a
week.

TOKYO (AP)-- The New China
News Agency said yesterday a
pilotless high altitude reconnaissance military plane was shot
down yesterday over the China
mainland.

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
House overwhelmingly passed
and returned to the Senate yesterday a bill known as the "cold
war GI Bill."
The bill provides education,
home loan and other benefits for
persons with more than 180 days
of active military service since
Jan. 31, 1955.
The vote was 381-0.
The Senate passed a more extensive measure last year, but it
is expected to accept House
changes and send the bill to
President Johnson.

The news agency, in a broadcast monitored here said the
unmanned aircraft was downed
by a Communist air unit, but
did not elaborate on this point.
The brief report did not identify the nationality of the plane,
except to say it belonged to "U.S.
Imperialism."
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News Editorial Page

University In
Mother Role?

"Anybody Figure Oui A Way Yd
For A Sofl Luii<i:ii" Down Here?**

Viet Nam Key?

By MEL BROWNING
and
ASHLEY BROWN
Columnists

It is becoming apparent to some persons in Washington that
the sooner Russia displaces Red China as the "unofficial consultant" to North Viet Nam's government, the sooner the bloody
conflict could come to an end.
Hanoi, listening to the hard-line advice of China, has had nothing
to do with U.S. peace efforts, even after the lull in bombing raids
on North Viet Nam.
The U.S. , having resumed the bombings, could force Russia
directly into the Communistic parley, if it increases the bombing
destruction of North Viet Nam.
Thus far, neither side, U.S. or Hanoi, is convinced the other
can defeat it. If the U.S. increases its destruction of the North.
as some officials argue, China could find itself at a loss. She does
not possess the "supreme weaponry of the U.S., nor the economic
power to rebuild North Viet Nam, should the U.S. ever decide
to destroy it.
Only Russia, of all Communist countries, has the power to do
both. Hopefully uninterested in risking full-scale war with the
U.S. (through a military tie with Red China), Russia must now
displace China as Hanoi's big brother. Russia must become the
key to North Viet Nam's security and economic future.
If she can do so, she will have replaced China as the leading
influence in Hanoi's government , and will have placed herself
once more directly in front of the U.S.
A confrontation undoubtedly will occur: but, and this is the
catcher, hopefully, another stalemate will take place between
the two nuclear-armed powers. A full-scale war will have been
averted, but the cold war, while not reaching the simmering stage
yet, will have grown considerably warmer.

EJM.orK.

From Our Readers

Censorship At OSU?
Attempts to censor the press, whether it is by a government
or a university administration, cannot and should not be allowed.
The president and dean at Ohio State University have been publicly charged with attempting to censor the university's paper.
The Lantern.
Paul Barton, acting director of the School of Journalism claims
OSU President Novice G. Fawcett has attempted to dictate the
paper's editorial policy. Eugene King, a New York executive with
RKO television, in a letter to Atlantic Magazine, charged Fawcett
and John T. Bonner, executive dean for student relations, with em- .
ploying
academic and fiscal blackmail against the Lantern.
Both Fawcett and Bonner have denied that there has been any
attempt to control the paper.
We believe that if there has been censorship or even attempted
censorship, it should be exposed and that it must be discontinued
at once. While it is apparent that The Lantern has not become
a tool of the OSU administration, any attempt at censorship is a step
in this direction--and it is a step backwards.
Here at Bowling Green, the News has been free of any pressure
from President William T. Jerome or any other members of the
administration and we hope that this situation will continue. Many
times the News has commented critically on campus affairs and
has not felt any pressure of administration efforts to censor what
we say.
The situation at OSU must be resolved with The Lantern having
complete freedom df the press.

Minority Stand Sacred
From Collegiate Challenge Magazine
The days in which we live are saturated with the philosophies
of minority pressure groups advocating questionable answers. A
vocal hodge-podge of relatively small numbers of self-appointed
"authorities" is marketing to the world such commodities as
"God is Dead" theology, atheism in the classroom, new morality
and national disloyalty.
Do not be deceived by the mood of th_ rimes. These ideas do
not truly represent thinking America. In connection with the recent barrage of student demonstrations, for example, an Associated Press poll of S5 campuses in this country showed the protestors are a small-but loud-minority, sometimes incited by communist instigators. Many schools, the report said, have "no organized dissent at all."
But let us keep the issues straight. There is always a need
for the minority view. There is nothing wrong with a peaceful
demonstration. The point in question'is, are these attempts at
"peace" and "contemporary understanding" accomplishing valid
results?
Where do you stand? Frankly, the majority of us take no stand.
In this great game of life, most people are in the stadium as
spectators rather than on the field as participators. It was Edmund Burke who said that evil prevails when good men do nothing.
In times like these, more harm is done by good people who take
no stand at all than by those who take the wrong stand.

B
JJ
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The News reserves the right to adit letters more than 300
words In length. Letters should bo typewritten^ and carry the
narno of tho author, as wall as his typewritten nama, address
and telephone numbar. The Naws will publish as many letters
as possible within tho limits of space, good taste and the
laws of libel.

Editorial Tone
To the editor:
I have been increasingly concerned with the tone of your editorials, columnists and guee columns. The gross conservatism
which has been evident may be
suitable for an AmericanOpinion
readership, but not for a college audience which deserves,
and, one hopes, demands objectivity and a balanced view of
current events and opinions.
Your current borrowing from
The Reader's Digest suggests
that
public
demonstrations
against American involvement in
Viet Nam are prolonging the war
by falsely encouraging those
against whom we are waging war.
Unfortunately, your article
does not indicate where Reader's
Digest stops and the B-G News'
opinions begin. What is clear,
however, is that the suggestions
that students "exerciseresponsibility along with free speech"
are those which have appeared
earlier in your paper.
That the statement is in itself
an over-simplification, misleading and intellectually dishonest
seems obvious to me.
On October 21, 1965 the News
suggested that demonstrators
"try to find something constructive. If they can't let them go
and demonstrate in the privacy
of their homes."
That article was a combination
of name-calling,
half-truths,
sloppy writing, and emotional
appeals rather than intellectually
valid arguments and it was most
discouraging to find it in a college newspaper.
It seems to me that the News
should advocate a more active
role of students and other educated people rather than a policy of blind submission to governmental policy.
In the current American Association of University Professors Bulletin, the following
statement is made: "Free discussion and full debate of domestic and foreign issues are critical to the decision-making processes in a democratic society
and may be expected to contribute to an exploration of viaole
options of public policy. Discussion and debate are essential
and cannot be stifled without jeopardizing the central values of
a free society." (LI 5, p. 489)
The News can lead this debate
by presenting a more balanced
picture of the controversy. Al-

Questioned

though an editor has the right
to speak out on whatever topic
and with whatever point of view
he wishes, he has an obligation
to present the over-all picture
without bias.
Newspapers are quick to urge
freedom of the press, but are
seldom willing to discuss their
own responsibility. I would urge
the editors to strive for balance,
realize their responsibility to
their readers as a whole,
and learn to be a newspaper
in the greatest sense of the word.
Donald M. Winkelman
English Department
(Editor's note: And newspaper
critics are quick to "comment"
wihtout understanding newspapers. The Oct. 21 article you
refer to was a column, not an
expression of News editorial policy (see mast head). An editorial
page carries opinions, none of
which everyone can agree with).

Lost Mail
TO: CIA, Secret Service,
FBI.
Relax fellows. A peaceful vacation in Honolulu
will do you worlds of good.
BGSU

Do you conceive of the Power
Tower as a rrevdian symbol?
Is it difficult for you to repress your Motherly love, for
Dean Paulsen? Is your filial
devotion aroused by the incompetent bureaucracy of this institution? If not, you're not a
true FALCON!
If you sometimes slip and call
your counselor "Mama," then
you are really in the swing.
Does this sound absurd? It's
not meant to be. These are the
values encouraged by your University.
The entire concept of a school
viewing itself as the protector
of its girls' virtues and its little fellows' draft status is the
antithesis of any institution of
learning.
It should act as a
catalyst for greater human
endeavors. This University acts
as a wet nurse.
The absurdity of women's
hours and placing dorm rooms off
limits to the opposite sex is, to
say the very least, hypocrisy of
the worst sort. This institution
if it seeks to maintain its role
as a university, must cease to
regulate and begin to inspire.
College students are, by the
very fact of their attending an
institution of higher learning,
those who are seeking greater
horizons of human activity. Any
university that caters to anything
less is abandoning its responsibility as a university.
We must seek the limitless
horizons of man, not chains, and
it is time for students to stand
up and speak as students (those
who are just beginning the great
adventure and potential that is
life), and not be subjected to
treatment as inmates.
We
appreciate the concern
that the institutional bureaucrats
have for us, but we feel that it
is time that this concern became
constructive. We are seeking
the truths and ideas that will
direct' the destiny of mankind
when our generation blooms forth
into leadership, we resent
the values of a group of bureaucrats being forced upon us,
thus, not only insulting our integrity and maturity, but also
stunting our natural growth as individual human beings.
Man has come this far with
but one pair of parents so we
fail to see the need for the University to assume the role of
parent. Not only is there need
for it,
but assuming such a
role this institution has ceased
to be a university.
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Pomp And Circumstance

Academic Dress—
Code Of Tradition
By MYRNA DE FRIAS
Staff Writer
According to a B-G News story
in a September , 1964, issue.
President William T. Jerome
was
inaugurated that month
"amid much pomp and circumstance which, at the new president's insistence, was 'intellectually significant,' never-theless."
The "pomp and circumstance"
consisted partly of theformalacademic dress which was worn by
those participating in the inauguration program.
Orange and brown, theUniversity
colors, were combined
in horizontal and vertical stripes
in the academic dress worn by
President Jerome. His cap, of

an Elizabethan style, and also in
the University colors, was first
used at Oxford University in the
sixteenth century and later at
Cambridge.
The origins of the academic
dress are still not clear. Most
authors find it in the ecclesiastical dress of the middle ages,
while others, considering the lack
of heat in school buildings of past
centuries, find it reasonable for
instructors to wear special
clothes to keep themselves warm
in classes.
Up until the end of the nineteenth century. North American
universities developed an individual academic dress. Eachuniversity adopted its own costumes, creating such a confusion

Services Call All
Jewish Students
(Editor's Note: This is the
final article of a series on
religious organizations on campus. The Jewish Congregation
is the subject for today.)
DIANE SKOK
Staff Writer
According to the pampletgiven
to new students about religious
organizations on campus, the
purpose of the Jewish Congregation is "to conduct religious
services and promote social and
cultural activities."
Religious services are held
every Friday from 6:30 to 7:15
p.m. in Prout Chapel. Students
and townspeople may participate
in the worship or lead the procedures.
"There are four levels of interpretation of the Jewish religion," according to David A lex,
president of the organization,
"namely, reformed, conservative, traditional,
and orthodox."
"The interpretations vary according to the teachings which
one receives, the type of temple
in which one worships, and the
environment of the individuals
home," he said. "The services
are conducted as generally as
possible so that each person may
partake in them."
The Jewish Organization's
social events include frequent
"lox-bagel" brunches preceding
group discussions. The organization also sponsors group singing and dancing for its members.
David Alex, sophomore in the
College of Education, has proven
to be a capable president because
of his knowledgeable background
in the Jewish religion. During
the summer of 1963 Alex studied
in Israel and taught Sunday school

No Comedy This
TOLEDO (AP)-- It may have
seemed like slapstick comedy to
others, but it wasn't funny to Gabriel Morrin of Toledo.
One night while walking home,
he fell and hurt his shoulder.
The next day the pain worsened,
and an ambulance arrived to
take Morrin to a hospital.
As he was being placed on a
stretcher, a gust of wind whipped
away the blanket, and the two
attendants took after it.
Before they returned, a second
gust banged the door of the ambulance shut, hitting
Morrin
on the head.
He was admitted to the hospital with a dislocated shoulder,
bruised head and broken glasses.

classes for five years while in
high school. During this school
year, he teaches classes in Fremont each Sunday.
Alex also teaches Hebrew
reading and writing to some students on campus. This is his
second year as president of the
Jewish Congregation.
The organization is advised by
Dr. George Herman, assistant
dean in Liberal Arts, and Dr.
Melvin Hyman, professor of
speech.

that it was impossible to know the
meaning or importance of each
gown unless they were separately
memorized.
Representatives from American universities met in a conference at Columbia University
in 1895 and decided to establish
a code for academic dress in the
United States.
This code is
still used today, with slight
changes which were made by
a committee of the American
Council on Education.
This code has three main parts:
caps, gowns and hoods. Caps
are to be made of mortarboard,
black and in any material exvept
that velvet is used for doctors.
The tassels to be worn with the
cap can be black for all degrees.
Different colors, depending on the
field of knowledge, can be used
or they can be reserved for doctors and governing officials of the
institution.
Gowns are to be black and tht
gown's decoration varies, depending on whether it's wearer
holds a bachelor's, master's, or
doctor's degree. The holder
of a doctorate is the only one
that can be ornamented in color.
Of all parts of the academic
costume, the hood bears the heaviest
symbolic burden. It's
shape and color make clear the
level of the degree, the institution who awarded it and the field
of learning.

PRESIDENT JEROME donned
cop and gown for his official
inauguration in September of
1964. The University colors of
orange and brown were used in
the stripes on his gown and his
cap, of an Elizabethan style, is
also in the University colors.
The academic dress of American
universities is governed by a
code which was devised in 1 895.

VISIT YOUR OFF-CAMPUS
BOOK STORES

Student Book
Exchange
NEW

BOOKS

USED

SBX has
• All required texts for BGSU courses

Bermuda beat

• Approved art and engineering supplies
• BGSU sweatshirts and mascots
(largest selection in town)
• Complete line of school supplies
and materials.
We Buy Your Used Books!

Tuned to the times you
love! The bermudas just
a little bit racy with their
4 pockets and slick mantailoring in Dacron®
polyester and cotton
homespun. For a note of
contrast . . . why not
our printed sleeveless
shell of cotton and
Avril«?

Highest Cash Prices For Your Text Books Every Day!

For AD The Students-All The Tine

*1U Povule* Pujfl
525 Ridge Street
West of McDonald Quad
North of U.C.F.
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U.S. Spending Criticized j Campus Calendar
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A business research group has termed
government spending as very
"un-businesslike."
The Committee for Economic
Development, C ED has some suggestions which it believes will
give the taxpayer more for his
dollar.
First, the CED believes
the president should be empowered to withhold funds from
agencies when he finds allocations unnecessary, or against
public interest.
The committee also recommends sessions of the house appropriations
subcommittees,
where money bills usually are
shaped in secrecy, should be
opened to the public and new
opened to the public and news
msia.
The CED is a privately supported organization for research
and economy in government.
CED's committee for improvem9nt of management in government., which drafted the new report, is headed by Marion Folsom, Eastman Kodak company
executive and former secretary
of health, education and welfare.
In addition to granting the president fund withholding powers,
CED also recommends congress
authorize a major buildup of the
budget bureau. The bureau is
a staff arm of the white house
and chiefly responsible for the
government-wide plan of "program budgeting" ordered by
President Johnson. CED highly
supports program budgeting and
recommends the bureau's role
in appraising and improving agencies' fiscal performance by
broadened.
Folsom told a news conference,
"We endorse completely President Johnson's decision to adopt the 'planning - programing-

budgeting system' throughout the
government."
The new budget system will
not be in effect, except for the
Pentagon, in the 1967 budget
Johnson sends to congress on
Monday. However, the president
has ordered it be In full effect
for the 1968 budget.
Pioneered by Secretary of Defense McNamara,
"program
budgeting" involves planning by
goals and objectives, rather than
by agencies or budget items.

UAO Applications
Now Available
Applications are now available
at the Union Activities Office
for candidates for the positions
of UAO directors-at-large to be
elected in student body elections
March 16.
Applications are due Feb. 16.
Two candidates will be elected.
The UAO directors-at-large
represent the student body on
the UAO board of directors.

It calls for analysis of program
costs for future years, and for
year-round scrutiny of each program to insure highest efficiency,
lowest cost, and the curtailment
of less-essential functions.
If fully carried out, the CED
says, the plan "may come to
rank among the main events
in federal budgetary history."
However, the CED notes the budget bureau now has fewer employes than in 1948, and is too
thinly staffed to manage the application of the system in some
80 agencies.

Rush registration for all upperclassmen and freshmen men
will begin Thursday through Saturday from 2 to 5 p.m. in the Ohio
Suite. Cost is $2.
• ••
PEM club will install new
members Wednesday at 6 p.m.
The meeting is openfor all members.

a

The Spanish Club will present
program featuring a Span-

The CED saved its strongest
argument for congress in the
field of budget- making. The committee charges that congress has
no system for arriving at a fiscal design for the whole national
economy and suggests the house
appropriations committee invite
the ways and means committee
to sit on a broad hearing of initial testimony each year from the
budget director and other key
officials.

TO: NEW AND RETURNING
STUDENTS

WELCOME BACK!!

ish folksinger and Spanishspeaking students in the Wayne
Room Wednesday at 8 p.m.

No Beauty
TEHRAN (AP) --Iranian poets are complaining about those
photos of the moon sent back
by the Russian cameras that
landed on the moon.
Speaking for an Iranian poets
association, EbrahJm Sahba said
this now deprives poets of use
of the moon as a symbol of
beauty.

LASALLES
If It's InIt's At LaSalle's

FROM:

THE - GOLDEN CUE BILLIARD ROOM
Fun For All!! Bring A Date!

WHITE HUT
DRIVE IN
FOR DELICIOUS

ii!\

HOME OF THE FABULOUS

SUPER KING
OPEN 24 HOURS - 7 DAYS
BREAKFAST SERVED ANYTIME
945 S. MAIN

Phone-354-5893
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Finmen Add
3 Victories
By JIM MEIGHAN
Assistant Sports Editor
The Bowling Green finmen
added three victories in the last
two weeks by defeating Kenyon
55-40, Ball State 68-26, and
Western Ontario 61-34, giving
them an 8-1 won-lost mark for
the year.
Heading into the second semester the Falcon tankers will experience several personnel changes. Bill White, the top sprinter in the first session, graduated
leaving a gap in the 400-yard
freestyle relay and the 50-and
100-yard freestyle events.
But semester break was not
all bad news for coach Stubbs
as several other swimmers will
become eligible this semester.
Duane Jastremski, last year's
top freshman sprinter, becomes
eligible for the varsity competion this semester. Jastremski, who has several good clockings this season swimming
exhibition, is expected to fill in
for White.
Paul Smith and Don Kramer,
both backstrokers, will be on
the varsity squad for the rest
of the season. With the return
of the regular backstrokers, Pat
Duthie, who has been filling the
gap in the 200- yard backstroke,
will have a chance to concentrate
on the individual medley.
The Kenyon contest proved to
be the toughest challenge of the
three meets with the Falcons
not securing victory until late
in the event.
The high point in that contest
came in the second event when
captain John Lindahl swam to a
new pool and varsity record in
the 200- yard freestyle. Lindahl was clocked in 1:53.8 as
he fought off the competition to
win the event.
Ted Witt, a versatile sophomore performer, managed to
pick up two first for the Falcons.
Witt's victories came in the 200yard individual medley, and the
200-yard butterfly;
he was
clocked in 2:12.7 and 2:13.2 respectively.

Other Bowling Green wins were
posted by Ron Wood, John Sherwin, John Lindahl and Pat Duthie.
Wood was first in the 200-yard
breastroke in 2:23.7, while Sherwin won the diving competition
with 171.95 points.
Lindahl. winner of the 200yard freestyle, took the 500- yard
freestyle by splashing the 20lengths in 5:27, and Pat Duthie
was first in the 200-yard backstroke in 2:13.
Ball State fell an easy victim
the next afternoon. Headlining
the BG performers was the 200yard freestyle relay team that
swam to a new pool record.
Bill White, swimming the last
race of his career, flashed the
first leg of the record setting
event' in 50.2 to record the fast
est clocking for 100 yards this
season.
John Lindahl, Ted Witt, and
Mike Sundberg accounted for the
other legs in the event.
White also swam his best 50yard freestyle time to win that
event. He covered the two lengths
in 23 seconds flat.
Pete Rees, the number one
butterflyer for the Orange and
Brown, switched to the 50- yard
freestyle to win it in 5:53.9.
Ron Wood won the 200-yard
breastroke in 2:25.0, while diver
John Sherwin dove to first with
185.15 points.
The WesternOntarioclashJan.
29 found a tired Falcon team able
to win easily. "The times were
generally slow," said coach
Stubbs.
Leading the Falcons to victory
was Ron Wood, who extended
his personal winning streak to
nine wins and no losses in the
200- yard breastroke.
Bill Swanson, a sophomore distance man, won the 500yard freestyle in 5:34.
The 100-yard freestyle saw
three good times from Falcon
swimmers as John Lindahl swam
a 51.8 to win with Ted Witt having a 51.9 in second. In the
exhibition lane Duane Jastremski
was clocked in 51.5.

Trackmen In Swing
The Bowling Green trackmen
got off to an early start on the
coming season when they competed In two Michigan Track
and Field Federation meets recently.
The Falcons traveled to Kalamazoo, Mich., where Western
Michigan hosted the first meet
on Jan. 29.
Henry Williams, the sophomore speedster who competed in
the National Championships last
year in Berkley, got right back
in the winning groove by finishing in a tie for first in the 300yard run. Williams dashed the
distance in 31.4 seconds to earn
the tie.
Freshman performers for the
Falcons gave a fine showing in
their first test. Polevaulter Rob
Bennett won the novice competition as he cleared 14 feet, and
high jumper Stan A lien was fourth
in the competition, as he cleared
the bar at 6 feet 6 inches.

Last Saturday University of
Michigan was the site of the indoor action as the Falcons invaded Yost Field House at Ann
Arbor.
Here Williams finished fourth
in the 60-yard dash. "Henry
suffered a leg injury or he would
have won without much trouble,"
explained Coach Mel Brodt.

MONDAY'S IM SCORES
Fraternity B
Sigma Nu 2, Betas 0 (forfeit)
Kappa Slgs 38, Sig Eps 31
ATO's 2, SAE's 0 (forfeit)
DV 48, Phi Tau 14
Phi Delts 2, Theta Chi 0 (forfeit)
Frosh 1
W. Beers 2, Treadway 0 (forfeit)
Penthouse 57, Razor backs 29
Bad Boys 34. Jerry's 28
Fraternity A-1
Sigs 40, Sig Eps 38
Pikes 2, Theta Chi 0 (forfeit)
Kappa Sigs 32, Delts 17
ATO's 32, Sigma Nu 31

Matmen's Streak Stopped,
Bounce Back With 2 Wins
By BOB BRUCKNER
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon matmen's undefeated wrestling season came
to an abrupt halt Jan. 21 as
the defending Mid-American conference champion Miami stopped
BG at eight straight, 19-11, in
Anderson Arena.
But the Falcons proved they
could take a defeat in stride and
bounce back into the winner's
circle as they battered Ball State,
32-3, Jan. 29, and routed Western
Ontario, 35-0, Saturday, to begin
another winning streak and extend their record to 10-1.
"Miami is definitely the leading
contender," said Falcon
wrestling coach Bruce Bellard.
"They are a real strong team
with very good balance."
The Falcons started out In
the hole as Bill Burkle (123)
lost to Miami's M*.C defending
champion Dave Range, by a penalty point, 4-3.
"I don't feel that it was a good
call," said Bellard. "The referee
should have given him a warning first.
"That loss made a big difference in the final score. If Burkle
could have knocked off the defending champion, it would have
given us a big lift."
Ted Clark (130) won the next
one for the Falcons to tie the
score, but Miami rolled over the
next three BG wrestlers to take
a commanding 12-3 lead.
Jim Moore squeezed past Alex
Berger in the 160 pound class,
4-3, and it looked as if the Falcons were on the comeback trail.
Falcon captain Dennis Palmer
(167), in quest of his ninth consecutive \ictory and a fifth pin
in his last six matches, immediately took control of his opponet. Bill Beckman, but couldn't
quite pin the scrambling Redskin.
With Palmer ahead 10-0, Beckman reversed the previously unscored upon Palmer to be the
first to score on him in dual
meets this season.
Palmer's victory moved the
Falcons to within three, 12-9,
but sophomore Craig Bowman
(177), who entered the match

ONLY 20<
PER WASH

SPEEDY DRY
CLEANERS
One Day
Shirt Service

ACROSS FROM B.G.S.U. ON E. WOOSTER

ed their second shutout of the
season by pinning Western 35-0,
on the losers' mat.
BG's victory seemed even
more pleasing when Western's
coach boasted, "This is the best
team I've ever had."
"The turning point of the meet
came when Mark Carle (137)
decisioned the previously undefeated Ron Schao, 5-2," said'
Bellard. "Last year they tied
and this year's victory took the
steam out of them."
Substitute sophomore Gary
McDaniel (heavyweight) wrestled
in place of the slightly injured
Lee, and came from a 3-0 deficit to soundly defeat their team
captain, 10-5, to clinch the shutout.

Skaters Fall Hard
To Western Michigan
By TIM CHURCHILL
Sports Writer
Western Michigan handed the
Bowling Green hockey team its
worst defeat of the season Friday,
Jan. 21, whipping the Bowling
Green hockey team its worst
defeat of the season Friday, Jan.
21, whipping the Falcon icers
11-1 at the Toledo Sports Arena.
The Broncos wasted no time
in netting their first goal as Bill
Neal set up Ron Lang for a goal
shortly after the game got under
way. It was the first of five
goals for Lang, who also added
an assist to the Western attack,
for a six-point performance. Neal
contributed two more assists and
two more goals to the Broncos'
cause.
After Lang's first goal, the
Broncos added three more tallies
in the first period, one in the
second, and six big goals in the
final period.
The Falcons' only score came
on a slap shot by assistant captain Jim Plaunt after a pass from
A ikin in the second stanza.

The game was a rough, hardhitting affair and tempers flared
temporarily in both the second
and third periods.
Plaunt's goal tied him with
Steve Shuckra in the team scoring race. Each has 13 points
on seven goals and six assists.
Assistant captain Pete Gilinson
is third with 11 points, on five
tallies and six assists.
In seven games, the Falcons
have been whistled for 35 penalties for a total of 73 minutes,
while their opponents have spent
79 minutes in the penalty box
for 38 violations. Leading the
team in penalty minutes is captain Walt Gansser with eight. Six
other icers have six minutes
each in the penalty box.
As far as goal-tending is concerned, ClarkSimonds has kicked
out 153 shots while allowing 40
goals in seven games.
Dan
Barringer has given upfivegoals
and has stopped 23 shots in five
games, and Jim Marquardt has
played in one game and hasn't
allowed a goal while making three
saves.

ATTENTION
FRESHMEN!
For That "EXTRA CARE LOOK"
In A Good Haircut
-SMCMl "GET ACQUAINTED" OfEEI...

Visit The Colonial Barber Shop.
Two Locations To Serve You
.^mmm^AiUMli'COUPON ,
Save 25c On Your Next Haircut!
THIS COUPON GOOD AT BOTH

HAMBLIN I Hour
COIN-O-MATIC
LAUNDRY

with nine straight victories, was
unexpectedly pinned in the second period, and the Falcon's
were suddenly far behind, 17-9.
"If they meet again in the
conference meet, I think Bowman
will beat him." predicted Bellard.
The Falcons, eager to get back
on the winning track, treated
Ball State with little leniancy as
they trimmed the Cardinals 323, to avenge a loss to them last
year.
"We wrestled better than in
the Miami meet," said Bellard,
"and the kids showed they could
bounce back."
Bowman and Dick Lee (heavyweight) got pins for the Falcons.
The Falcons treated Western
Ontario even worse, as they gain-

125 E. COURT ST.
Across from First
Federal Savings Assn.
Open 8 A.M.
^^^^^^■^■^^^I^I^

Open Every
Wednesday

1448 E. WOOSTER ST.
Across from Harshman,
back of Clothes Rack

Open 9 A.M.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ *^ *^Wii%wvy^m^^
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Falcons Cool Herd, Skins, Fall To Ohio
Ohio Dims BG Hopes

Snow Falls
In Oxford
By JOHN GUGGER
Sports Editor
OXFORD--There was snow inside and snow outside antiquated
Withrow Court in this tiny southern Ohio hamlet Wednesday night.
Neither kind gave Bowling
Green's Falcons much trouble
as coach Warren Scholler's
charges hustled to a 74-62 victory.
Phil Snow, Miami University's
version of the fleecy, white stuff,
proved to be the weak link in
the vaunted Redskin defense
which had allowed an average of
only 56.8 points a game prior
to the Falcon invasion.
Real snow, about ten inches
worth, failed to derail the Falcons from their arrival for this
key MAC game. This was in
contrast to last year when BG
arrived an hour late forthegame
after hiking the last mile through
a near-blizzard.
Bowling Green's guards, Nick
Aloi and Rich Hendrix, took turns
driving on the diminutive 5-8
Snow, and when it was all over,
had combined for 31 points between them.
These |ierformances, coupled
with a 17-point contribution from
Walt (Any Angle) Piatkowski and
the unheralded but important defensive and rebounding work of
Albert Dixon, were enough to
provide the first Redskin ambush of the season in the MAC.
Snow, who injured his knee in
the first Miami- BG game, was the
man Sc holler figured to be
weakest on defense.
"Our plan was to drive on him.
We thought his knee might still
be a little weak, and if it was,
we wanted to make the most of
it," Scholler said.
Hendrix drove for a threepoint play to set BG off to a
3-1 lead and with the exception
of a brief 14-13 Miami advantage.
Bowling Green led until the final
buzzer.
At times it was tense.
The Falcons worked their way
to a 37-30 ha If time advantage
and built an 11-point lead midway through the final 20 minutes.
But when Jim Patterson's rebound cut the Falcon lead to 5653 with six minutes to go it looked
as if BG was ready to fold.
Hendrix then sank a foul shot
and Piatkowski popped in a hook
shot-yes, a hook shot-from deep
in the corner to quiet things down.
Miami played catch-up the rest
of the way and Aloi sank four free
throws as the Redskins vainly
tried to gain possession of the
ball.
Dixon played the last 16 minutes
of the game with four fouls but
still managed to grab 15 rebounds
and block seven Skin shots.
Aloi led BG with 18 points,
Piatkowski had 17, Hendrix 13
and Dixon nine.
Bob Jackson kept Miami in the
game during the first half with
11 points. He finished the evening with 13 tallies. Snow and
captain Jerry Pierson each added
10 in a losing cause.

MIAMI GUARD Phil Snow goes up for shot during second half
action at Oxford as BG's Walt Piatkowski arrives on scene
too late. Photo by Larry Fullerton.

Fa/cons Hot In Hills
HUNT1NGTON, W. Va.--Grabbing an early 20-point lead. Bowling Green fought off a determined
second-half comeback bid by
Marshall University to post a
90-83 decision over thcThundering Herd here Jan. 22.
Sophomore Walt Piatkowski,
hitting on shots from all over
the court, blitzed the Marshall
defenses for a career high of
44 points while connecting on a
phenomenal 20 of 30 attempts
from the field.
Bowling Green started quickly
Revenge
BOWLING GREEN
G
F
Piatkowski 6-12
5-6
Rinicella
1-2
2-2
Van Poppel 3-6
2-2
Dixon
4-9
1-2
Hendrix
5-11
2-4
Aloi
5-13
8-13
Mims
1-1
1.1
Assenheimer 0-0
2-2
TEAM
25-54 24-32

Patterson
Pierson
Lukacs
Jackson
Fisher
Snow
Foster
Halihan
TEAM

MIAMI
G
3-9
2-7
2-8
4-15
4-7
5-11
2-4
1-4
24-64

F
2-5
6-11
2-3
3-4
0-0
0-0
0-3
1-2
14-28

T
17
4
8
9
13
18
3
2
74

T
8
10
6
13
8
10
4
3
62

Miami Beats Frosh
Disaster struck the Falcon
freshmen in the second half of
their game with Miami at Oxford Wednesday. They were outscored 38-17 after intermission
and dropped the contest 70-46.
The first- year Falcons trailed
by only three points, 32-29, at
the half.
The yearling Redskins won the
game at the foul line, convert-

ing 30 of 43 attempts.
BG
made only 12 of 24 opportunities.
Miami hit 36 per cent from the
field while the Falcons shot a
poor 26 per cent.
Sid Rodeheffer* and Dick Rudgers paced the BG scoring with
12 and 10 points, respectively.
Mark
Hoffman
snared
14
rebounds.

and, buoyed by Piatkowski and
the long-range accuracy of Nick
Aloi sped to a 41-21 edge. Marshall's George Stone then hit two
jump shots which helped pull the
Herd to within 47-30 at the half.
Stone and Bob Redd led a second
half surge which found Marshall
trailing only 78-76 with six
minutes left in the televised contest.
However, BG's Rich Hendrix
took matters into his own hands
at this spot by scoring seven of
BG's last 13 points, guiding the
Falcons to their third MAC victory in five games.
Hendrix rebounded a missed
shot and converted a foul for a
three-point play to put BG ahead
81-76. Seconds later the 6-0
sophomore guard hit a hook shot
and then poured home a short
jumper to quell the Marshall
uprising.

ATHENS--Plagued by personal
fouls and poor rebounding. Bowling Green struggled to thefinish
Saturday before falling to resurgent Ohio University 95-87 in two
overtimes.
It was Ohio's third straight
win in the MAC while the loss,
BG's third against four wins in
the league, all but eliminated Falcon title hopes.
Trailing 70-61 with nine minutes left to play and four Falcons carrying four fouls apiece,
BG battled the odds to even the
score at 71-71 in the next three
minutes.
In the process however, Walt
Piatkowski and Dan Rinicella
fouled out of the game.
After Ohio had taken a 79-77
lead on a basket by Ken Fowlkes,
Bob Van Poppel hit his only basket
of the day in the closing seconds
of regulation time to tie the
score at 79-79. A last-second
jump shot by Fowlkes failed, and
the game went into overtime.
Each team scored two baskets
in the first extra stanza, with the
Falcons twice being forced to
play come-from-behind. Rich
Hendrix' long jumper tied the
score at 83-83 and the Bobcats
once again failed on a late shot
as Mike Hammond's long jumper
fell off the rim.
But the second overtime was
all Ohio.
Dixon fouled out with 4:16 left
to play and whatever rebounding
hopes the Falcons had held soon
disappeared. Fowlkes and Ham-

mond each threw in two baskets
as the Bobcats outscored Bowling
Green 12-4.
Fowlkes led OU with 28 points
followed by Hammond with 18,
substitute Fred Cluff at 15, and
Dave Brown at 10.
Nick A loi turned a sterling performance for the Falcons, trying
to take up the slack left by
Piatkowski's departure. He finished with 32 markers. Piatkowski managed 18 points in his limited duty and Hendrix 13.

A Fatal Bl BW?
BOWLING GREEN

G

F

Piatkowski 6-15 6-7
Von Poppe
1-3
0-0
Dixon
3-6
3-3
Hendrix
4-14 5-6
Aloi
14-25 4-5
Rinicella
2-3
3-3
Mims
2-3
2-5
Rose
0-2
0-0
Behm
0-3
0-1
Bowling
0-0
0-1
TEAM
32-76 23-29
OHIOU

G

F

Fowlkes
10-23 8-13
Williams
1-3 2-2
Schroeder
2-4 4-7
Brown
3-15 4-5
Hammond
5-15 8-12
Cluff
6-9 3-3
Wood
1-3 0-1
Reichenbac h 2-6
2-2
Spires
2-5 0-2
TEAM
32-84 31-47

T
18
2
9
13

87

'

4
8
10

18
15
2
6
2
95

[SPORTS PAGJT]

Walt Stuns Herd

T
44
14
12
15
0
5
90

MARSHALL
F
T
G
Redd
8-13 2-4 18
Stone
13-22 3-4 29
Allen
1-2
0-0
2
3-8
3-3
9
Stepp
Dawson
1-10 1-2
3
9
Hicks
3-8
3-4
Langtitt
5-9
2-2 12
Whetsell
0-3
1-1
1
TEAM
34-75 15-20 83

-i

T
28

Piatkowski's 44 led BG, as
Hendrix tallied 15, Albert Dixon,
14, and A loi 12. Dixon also pulled
in 17 rebounds.
Stone topped Marshall with 29,
Redd had 18, and Tom Langfitt
12.

BOWLING GREEN
F
G
Piatkowski 20-30 4-7
Dixon
6-11 2-6
Aloi
5-15 2-2
Hendrix
5-11 5-9
Van Poppel
0-3
0-0
Rinicella
1-3
2-4
TEAM
38-74 14-27

i

32
7
6
0
0
0

SAM MIMS battles OU's John Schroeder underneath the BG
basket in Saturday's thriller which saw the Bobcats top the
Falcons in two overtimes 95-87. Photo by Larry Fullerton.
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